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GREECE'S MARTECMA WORKS WITH MARSHALL ISLANDS ON BWM CONCERNS

Greek shipping's technical managers and the Marshall Islands registry have expressed concerns about
the Ballast Water Management Convention and are to coordinate their approach on the BWMC and at
Imo's Environment Protection Committee's (MEPC's) 70th Session in London, October 24 - 28. 

Further, as stressed during a meeting, October 18, in Athens, with Greece's marine technical
managers (Martecma), the registry intends to use feedback from the managers as well as exchange
views with them. Though the Marshall Islands has ratified the BWMC, it recognises the difficulties
and possible complications caused by its introduction, believing the harmonisation of all processes is
required for its smooth and safe implementation.

Martecma has called for the BWMC schedule for existing vessels to be pushed back by five years,
with the fast growing Marshall Islands registry also supporting a trial period of similar duration to
allow ships to comply. Liberia has in effect asked for a 10-year cushion period. Indeed, inter-national
industry bodies are seeking a five-year period to begin only when a sufficient number of approved
systems become available.

Marshall Islands supports proposals for bringing revised Guidelines for Approval of Ballast Water
Management Systems (G8) in line with the US Environmental Technology Verification (ETV), so a
system approved for the USCG can be approved for the BWMC, and vice-versa. It will not object to
early renewal of the International Oil Pollution Prevention (IOPP) Certificate, and notes this can be a
method of allowing time for harmonising of the revised G8 Guidelines and US ETV. As currently
drafted, the early renewal of the IOPP Certificate will allow five years from the point of renewal for
Ballast Water Management System (BWMS) installation. The RMI considers the trial period, which
will commence at entry into force of the BWMC, as vital to ensuring the implementation is practical,
it does not penalise ships that installed BWMS in good faith ("early movers") and continues to
maintain and operate these in line with the manufacturer's guidance.

"The MI Registry has qualified and experienced technical personnel across the globe, in order to
support workable solutions for the industry, and has established a Ballast Water Management team,"
said Theofilos Xenakoudis, director, worldwide business operations of International Registries Inc
(IRI), which provides administrative and technical support to the Marshall Islands' flag.

Dimitrios Heliotis, Martecma chairman, said: "We express great appreciation to the registry for
enlightening us regarding their position ahead of the upcoming MEPC 70". "Implementation of the
BWMC will be a great challenge for our industry; therefore, we must have in place the appropriate
tools and procedures in order to mitigate the risks involved in the technical operations and vessel's
commercial performance," he said. "We support a comprehensive postponement of the imple-
mentation schedule for all existing ships by at least five years after September 2017 as the only
sustainable way forward to achieve cost effective and safe solutions with full commitment to the
protection of the environment."

CRUISE SECTOR EXPECTED TO DECLINE BY 30% IN 2017

Cruise traffic in Greece is expected to decline by 30% in 2017 resulting in fewer tourists and dwin-
dling tourism revenues, according to Andreas Stylianopoulos, responsible for cruise travel at the
Greek Tourism Confederation (SETE). Indeed, he says the decline is irreversible. 
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Stylianopoulos, ceo of Navigator Travel & Tourist Services, regional representative of Royal Carib-
bean Cruises, is ringing alarm bells, citing the dwindling number of itineraries planned by inter-
national cruise companies to Greece in 2017. He said cruises to the western coast of Greece, Piraeus,
the Saronic Gulf, the Cyclades, Crete and the southern Dodecanese have been reduced. Many cultural
and historical destinations are off the itineraries for 2017.

Stylianopoulos underlined that it is due to three or four high-interest Greek destinations that Greek
cruise travel is still afloat. However, he notes 2018 may see things change if cruise companies push
ahead with specialised marketing programmes and alternative activities, adding Piraeus port's new
management Cosco Shipping is committed to increasing cruise traffic saying this is a positive sign. 

Stylianopoulos said this year's double-digit increase in the number of cruise passengers to Greece
"is purely coincidental", and is due to the problems encountered by Turkey after the coup attempt and
resulted in a transfer of services to Greece.

However, this will turn into a problem for 2017. This is because many Turkish destinations are
canceled, and since many of the Greek destinations were transfer points to Turkey, the Greek destina-
tions are canceled as well. This will affect hotels, shops, catering services, transport and trade in
Greek ports and lead to significant public revenue losses.

This will be a major blow. In its 2016 half-year report on tourism, the Bank of Greece stressed the
importance of cruising to the Greek economy. The cruise-specific survey by the BoG based on data
from 16 ports, covering 82.2% of all cruise ship calls, recorded 1,487 calls (January-June 2015:
1,490) and 1.783m passenger visits (January - June 2015: 1.626m). The survey revealed 91.9% of all
cruise passengers were transit visitors, with an average of two stopovers at Greek ports of call,
virtually unchanged from a year earlier. In January - June 2016, total receipts from cruise passengers
rose 14.2% y-o-y to €177m.

Piraeus had 45.5% share of total cruise receipts and ranks first in terms of cruise receipts, ahead of
Corfu with 13.6% and Santorini with 8.4%. The seven most important cruise ship ports account for
89.7% of total cruise receipts and 85.0% of total cruise passenger arrivals. 

In the period under review, total overnight stays ashore increased 12.5% to 1.364m while the total
number of cruise visitors rose 29.5% y-o-y to an estimated 1.092m.

SELL-OFF FUND RE-PACKAGES SALE OF THESSALONIKI PORT STAKE

State sell-off fund Taiped has had second thoughts regarding the sale of a 67% stake in Thessaloniki
Port Authority (OLTh). The sale will now be a single transaction and not in two packages as
previously announced, while the submission of binding offers is to be put off till early 2017.

Officials say Taiped's shift will better serve the investment at the port's Dock 6, as the preferred
bidder will undertake its construction, expected to cost some €180m ($202m). At least four interested
investors have retained an interest in the stake out of an original eight consortiums short-listed more
than two year ago. Japan's Mitsui, Danish-controlled APM Terminals, Dubai Ports World and ICTS
of the Philippines are said to remain in the game.

The bid deadline has been pushed back several times in the past 15 months. The reason for the
latest postponement of the bid submission deadline is the constant delays in the drafting of the new
concession contract for the port, which keeps having to be revised in order to accommodate the
government's promises to the local authorities.

Indeed, Prime minister Alexis Tsipras had promised the City of Thessaloniki it would be given
Dock 1 of OLTh for cultural activities, while the Culture ministry is seeking control of the Port
Museum that will operate within the OLTh installations.

Meanwhile, privatisation of Greece's natural gas grid operator DESFA is in the final stretch, as
sources familiar with the process say an agreement for the transfer of a 66% stake to Azeri firm Socar
will be sealed before the October 31 deadline. Socar's stake in DESFA's new share capital will likely
drop below 36% eventually as Italy's Snam has entered the process in order to fulfill the condition set
by the European Commission for the Socar stake to be reduced to a maximum of 49% due to
European Union competition and energy security concerns. Originally Snam had been in talks to buy
out 17% of DESFA, but it is now discussing the acquisition of at least 30% in the coming months.
For the time being, the Greek state will hold the remaining 34%.
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PRAGMATIC MANAGEMENT SEES FALL IN OPERATING COSTS GAIN PACE

Total annual operating costs in the shipping industry fell by an average of 2.4% in 2015. This
compares with the 0.8% average fall in costs recorded for 2014, and is the fourth successive overall y-
o-y reduction in such costs with all categories of expenditure down on those for the previous 12-
month period, reports international accountant and shipping consultant Moore Stephens. 

This suggests continued pragmatic management of costs by ship owners and operators, as well as
a reduction in active trading for some owners as a result of the prolonged worldwide economic
downturn, says MS in OpCost 2016, which reveals total operating costs for the tanker, bulker and
container ship sectors were all down in 2015, the financial year covered by the study. On a year-on-
year basis, the tanker index was down 4 points, or 2.2%, while the bulker index fell 6 points, or 3.6%.
The container ship index, meanwhile, was also down 6 points, or 3.7%. The corresponding figures in
last year's OpCost study showed falls of 2 points in both the tanker and container ship index, and of 1
point in the bulker index.

Richard Greiner, MS partner, shipping & transport, says: "This is the fourth successive year-on-year
reduction in overall ship operating costs. The reduction is three times that recorded 12 months ago,
and a reduction at this level had not been widely anticipated. The fall in operating costs is likely to be
due in part to continuing good husbandry in a difficult operating environment for many, and partly to
an extremely difficult market and wider economic climate.

"Biggest cost reductions were predictably those in the stores, repairs and maintenance categories.
Falling world oil prices continued to have a knock-on effect on lube oil costs in 2015, while increasing
numbers of owners were looking to strategic short-term lay-up rather than spending on maintenance
and repair. 

"The fall in crew costs arguably came as more of a surprise to an industry which has over the years
absorbed increases of this type in excess of 20% and lived to tell the tale, but it was doubtless largely
a consequence of reduced levels of trading. The fall in insurance costs, meanwhile, will come as no
surprise to anybody in the light of warnings from the London market that hull rates for many major
fleets continue to reach new lows.

"Last year was a particularly difficult one for shipping. Confidence reached its lowest level for seven
years, according to the Moore Shipping Confidence Survey. Operators were not overly optimistic about
making new investments in the short-term, while finance costs were predicted to rise. Nobody was
expecting good news on dry bulk freight rates, and the outlook for tanker and container ship earnings
was little better. The Baltic Dry Index, meanwhile, was getting ready to plumb the depths. It was not
an auspicious time to be planning new ventures; rather, it was a time for taking stock. In short, for
many, it was a time for keeping operating costs to a minimum. 

"Against a background of declining confidence in 2015, oil prices were on a steady downward
trend, and the slowdown in the Chinese economy was becoming increasingly evident. Neither of these
factors was wholly good news for shipping and both, in different ways, served as a brake on 2015
operating costs.

"A fall in operating costs is good news for shipping, particularly at a time when earnings from the
freight market, for many, are so disappointing. But the portents are not so encouraging. Oil prices are
predicted to start recovering significantly in the second half of 2017, while the price of steel, the
bedrock of the shipbuilding industry, could increase much sooner. The cost of manpower, meanwhile, is
only likely to move in an upward direction under the terms of the Maritime Labour Convention 2006. 

"While the Ballast Water Management Convention still seemed a long way away from entering into
force in 2015, it wasn't! Now the convention has been ratified, the cost of trying to achieve
compliance should become clearer over the next 12 months, as should the cost of making shipping
safer and more secure against threats from the likes of cyber-attacks and fraud."

Greiner concluded: "Indications from the freight markets are that shipping is still selling itself too
cheaply. Inflationary pressures on operating costs will remain, so maintaining the status quo will not
be a viable option. For many, the freight markets will remain challenging and so to remain
competitive, shipowners need to continue to improve efficiency, innovate with new technology and
harness the considerable benefits of 'big' data without delay."
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SHIPPING GROUPS URGE ADOPTION OF CO2 DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM

In advance of the critical meeting of the Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC 70),
October 24 - 28, at Imo, shipping groups – Bimco, ICS, Intercargo, Intertanko and World Shipping
Council – have called on the Imo to adopt a global carbon dioxide (CO2) data collection system for
international shipping.

In its submission, the shipping groups, which represent a unified response from the shipping
industry, urged Imo member states to finalise the uptake of the proposed CO2 data collection system
as a precursor to the consideration of possible next steps to address the sector's CO2 emissions.

The group wishes to see shipping's commitment to be what they call a "fair share contribution"
based on the percentage of shipping's contribution to global CO2 emissions.

Such steps could build on the existing Imo mandatory agreement on technical and operational
measures to reduce shipping's CO2, which entered into force worldwide in 2013 – the first global
agreement of its kind to be established outside of the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC).

The international industry associations are united in emphasising it is of the utmost importance for
MEPC 70 to make significant progress on agreeing to develop a timeline for consideration of next
steps, in order that Imo can make a positive report to the next UNFCCC Conference of Parties (COP
22) which meets in Marrakech from November 7.

Meanwhile, Panama, the largest flag state globally in terms of tonnage with 18.02% of world dwt,
is the latest country to ratify the Imo Ballast Water Management (BMW) Convention, bringing the
proportion of global shipping tonnage covered by the treaty to 53.28% with 53 contracting parties.
The BMW Convention is scheduled to enter into force on September 8, 2017 after it was ratified last
month, when Finland brought the total tonnage of contracting states to 35.14%, passing the 35%
threshold needed for the convention to be ratified before coming into force 12 months later.

Lim Ki-tack, secretary general of Imo, welcomed the accession by Panama and urged countries
which have not yet ratified the treaty to do so as soon as possible.

"I am heartened by the fact we now have more than half of the world merchant shipping tonnage
signed up to this treaty, which will not only minimise the risk of invasions by alien species via ballast
water, it will also provide a global level playing field for international shipping, setting clear and
robust standards for the management of ballast water on ships," said Lim.

TAKING CENTRE STAGE: SEABORNE TRADE'S KEY ROLE

Shipping plays a major role in the world's industries, facilitating the transport of large volumes of raw
and processed materials. However, the maritime sector forms a much more important part of the
global supply chain for some commodities and industries than others, notes Clarkson Research
Services, as comparing world seaborne trade in a range of cargoes to global production helps to make
this abundantly clear.

Looking at a range of cargo types, Clarkson points out less than 50% of global production of each
was shipped by sea in 2015, with a significant share of output consumed domestically. However, sea-
borne transport still accounts for a sizeable proportion of many of these cargoes, and a wide range of

factors influence the level of dependence on ship-
ping of each.

"One obvious driver is the location of produc-
tion and consumption," says Clarkson. Clarkson
continues: "Crude oil is the commodity most
reliant on shipping, with some 46% of crude
output last year exported by sea, with oil output
concentrated in a relatively small number of
countries. Similarly, around 41% of global iron
ore production was shipped last year, with limited
domestic demand in key producers Australia and
Brazil. Absolute and relative regional producti-
vity also has an influence. 

"Just 15% of coal output was shipped in 2015,
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with half of the 6.5bn tonnes of coal produced globally last year output in China, nearly all of which
was consumed domestically. Still, China was the second largest coal importer in 2015, with regional
coal price arbitrages driving trade."

Another key factor is the availability and efficiency of other transport modes. "Twice as much
natural gas is exported via pipeline than in a liquefied state by sea, with just 9% of natural gas output
in 2015 shipped as LNG," notes the research. Meanwhile, the level of processing of materials also
has an impact. "Oil and steel products are less reliant on shipping than crude oil and iron ore, with
refineries and steel mills often built to service domestic demand."

However, the growth of 'refining hubs' has raised the share of refinery throughput shipped by
almost 10% since 2000. "This kind of trend is an important driver of shipping demand," says Clarkson.
The share of output of the featured commodities shipped rose from an estimated 22% in 2000 to 26%
in 2015, generating about 720mt of extra trade. This equates to an additional 1% p.a. of trade growth,
boosting trade expansion to a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 3.7% in 2000-15. 

"Trade in some cargoes is more sensitive to shifts in the share of output shipped than others, but
across the featured cargoes, a further change of 0.5% in the share of output shipped could create
another 130mt of trade, 2% of current seaborne volumes," estimates Clarkson.

The research concludes: "So, while trade in even the cargo most reliant on shipping accounts for
less than half of global output, the world economy today is still dependent on the seaborne transport
of 11bn tonnes of all cargo types. Overall growth in production and the distance to consumers are
also clearly important demand drivers for shipping, but for the world's industries there's no denying
the main part that shipping still plays in the supply of raw materials."

BREAKDOWN OF PILOT SERVICE LEAVES BOX SHIPS IN PIRAEUS ROADS

The realities of a cash-strapped government were driven home the night of October 17 when the port
of Piraeus was left without a pilot service when the last of its five pilot boats broke down leaving 10
large container ships at anchor in the roads.

The absence of a pilot service 'froze' the port's operation for half a day, from late October 17 to the
morning of October 18. Passenger ship movement was also hampered at a time when the port's new
Cosco Shipping administration is striving to build Greece's largest port into a container and cruise
ship hub. 

The pilot service has five pilot boats, used to embark and disembark pilots onboard ships when
they arrive off Piraeus to assist the ship's bridge during berthing. Three of the vessels have been out
of operation for some time due to a lack of spare parts and of the two remaining boats one recently
broke down with the fifth breaking down around 22:00 hours, October 17. The vessel was repaired
overnight and back in service about 12 hours later.

Pilots allegedly refused to use alternative approaches to reach the incoming vessels despite the
urgings of port users, especially international liner companies anxious to see incoming and outgoing
cargo moving.

Piraeus sources say that although the pilotage service is profitable, the current situation is due to
delays on the part of the Shipping & Island Policy ministry in releasing funds to cover the repair of
the pilot boats.

It's understood the pilots took their stance in refusing to use alternative boats in a bid to force the
government to appropriate the funds necessary to get the small fleet operational. However, the action
resulted in the escalation of congestion at the port, leading to long delays and much additional cost.

CYPRUS POISED TO GET AN INDEPENDENT SHIPPING MINISTRY

The shipping industry in Cyprus has welcomed a long-awaited bill that is poised to establish a new
independent deputy ministry of shipping, an industry goal for more than two decades. "This is very
good news and the bill is very close to what we have been after," said Thomas Kazakos, dg of the
Cyprus Shipping Chamber. 

The Cypriot constitution limits the number of ministries to just 10 and presently the maritime
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portfolio comes under the ministry of Transport, Communications and Works, with the hardworking
minister, Marios Demetriades, having to look after nine government departments, including shipping.

All eight political parties in Cyprus have expressed their positive support in private, according to
the shipping chamber which is hopeful parliament approves the new law by the end of this year and a
new deputy minister is installed. The Department of Merchant Shipping in Limassol will provide the
basis of the new deputy ministry.

Shipping is one of three areas set to get their own deputy ministry under parallel pieces of
legislation, the others being tourism and development. Shipping's value added in Cyprus is estimated
at about 7% of the island's GDP, a prime reason it is seen as meriting its own deputy ministry.

CELESTYAL CRUISES' ANASTASSIADIS TAKES UP CLIA EUROPE'S HELM

The CLIA Europe agm elected Kyriakos Anastassiadis, ceo of Celestyal Cruises, as the next CLIA
Europe chairman after serving for three years on the association's executive committee. Anastassiadis
succeeds Pierfrancesco Vago, executive chairman of MSC Cruises.

Anastassiadis, who takes on the crucial role of representing the views of the smaller CLIA Europe
members, said: "I feel honoured and humbled by the general assembly's decision to trust me as CLIA
Europe chair and I look forward to continuing the work and effectiveness of CLIA Europe in repre-
senting all its members and ensuring the future success of the cruise industry. We have an effective
team of professionals working at CLIA and are developing a stronger presence in Europe. I remain
fully committed to matching my peers' trust with my outmost dedication during the upcoming years."

Raphael von Heereman, secretary general of CLIA Europe, said: "I would like to welcome the
appointment of Kyriakos and I look forward to working with him. I also thank Pierfrancesco for his
restless support and help in expanding our effectiveness in Brussels and other European capitals, in
terms of government affairs, communication and business development. As a result, we have notably
increased the value we bring to our cruise line members and executive partners."

ICS BRANDS PROPOSED CANADIAN CRUDE BAN 'DRACONIAN'

In no uncertain terms, the International Chamber of Shipping has urged Canada to re-consider its
intention to establish a moratorium on the shipment of crude oil in the waters of Northern British
Columbia contending such a moratorium would set an unwelcome precedent that might be emulated
elsewhere with the potential to impact greatly on the efficiency of world trade.

In a strongly-worded letter to the Canadian transport minister, Marc Garneau, ICS secretary
general Peter Hinchliffe, wrote such a moratorium "would be a draconian step that could lead to
serious concerns being raised by Canada's international trading partners". Hinchliffe wrote: "We
would therefore be very grateful if you could take full account of the comments submitted by the
Canadian shipping industry, in particular the Chamber of Shipping of British Columbia, including the
suggestion the Government of Canada might consider alternative approaches to managing risks
associated with coastal shipping.

"As suggested by the Canadian industry, such alternatives could include the establishment of
marine transportation corridors to assist in the prevention of any risk of maritime incidents," he added.

The letter pointed out, the ICS is the principal global trade association for shipowners representing
over 80% of the world merchant fleet. Its membership comprises national shipowners' associations
from 37 nations, and includes the Canadian Shipowners' Association and the Chamber of Shipping of
British Columbia.

Hinchliffe said the global shipping industry fully recognises the importance of robust environ-
mental protection measures, and is committed to the goal of zero pollution, consistent with the com-
prehensive global regulatory framework adopted by Imo in accordance with the United Nations Law
of the Sea (UNCLOS), to which Canada is a state party.

He referred to the progress made in protecting the environment, saying that on average, worldwide,
there are fewer than two significant oil spills (over 700 tonnes) per year, compared with around 25
such incidents 30 years ago, despite a doubling of the amount of oil transported by sea.
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Hinchliffe said our "primary concern in writing to you is to emphasise the great importance of
Canada adhering to its obligations under UNCLOS, in particular the rights to freedom of navigation
and 'innocent passage' through a party's territorial waters as enshrined in Articles 87 and 90."

ESCALATING CONFLICT IN YEMEN INCREASES RISK TO MERCHANT SHIPS

The conflict in Yemen is escalating and two missile attacks on vessels operating off the coast of
Yemen have been reported. The most likely targets in the region are considered to be military vessels,
however, commercial vessels transiting the Bab-el-Mandeb Strait may face increased risk of colla-
teral damage and must continue to operate in a heightened state of alert, warns the Gard P&I club. 

The club's warning came after recent security warnings issued by various maritime authorities and
applicable to vessels operating in the Red Sea, Bab-el-Mandeb Strait and Gulf of Aden.

According to a US Navy notice to mariners, October 9, all commercial vessels operating in the
waters of the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden are recommended to: l Be aware of the ongoing conflict in
Yemen, as a threat may come from a variety of different sources such as missiles, projectiles or
waterborne improvised explosive devices; l Maintain the farthest possible distance from the coast of
Yemen; l Be particularly vigilant when operating in restricted waters and transit the Bab-el-Mandeb
Strait during daylight hours using the traffic separation scheme lane west of the Hanish Islands and
maintaining best speed; l Report any unusual activities or hostile or potentially hostile action to the
Coalition naval forces using VHF Channel 16; and Remain in contact with the United Kingdom
Maritime Trade Operations (UKMTO) and the US Naval Cooperation and Guidance of Shipping
(NCAGS) at cusnc.ncags_bw@me.navy.mil to the maximum extent possible.

Gard says masters can expect to see an increased presence of coalition warships in the Bab-el-
Mandeb Strait as a precaution. Also, coalition naval forces will conduct Maritime Awareness Calls,
queries, and approaches in order to ensure the safety of vessels transiting the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden.

According to information received from Gard's correspondent in Yemen, Gulf Agency Co. (Yemen)
Ltd, operations at Yemeni ports continue uninterruptedas at October 12. However, as the situation in
Yemen is volatile and since advice concerning port security and operation in this region may change
rapidly, it is important to make frequent checks with local sources of information, e.g. maritime
authorities, vessel's agent, P&I correspondents to obtain the most up to date and reliable security
information available and assess the risks involved.

NEWLEAD'S ZOLOTAS IN POLICE DETENTION ON CYPRUS ARREST WARRANT

Michael Zolotas, ceo of Piraeus-based US-listed NewLead Holdings, has voluntarily produced
himself at a Greek magistrate in Athens October 19 and has been taken into police custody, according
to Cyprus' state-run news agency and other local media, on a Cypriot arrest warrant linking him to
several wrongdoings, including alleged bribery. Zolotas, 42, in the custody of Greek extradition
authorities, is the owner of Focus Maritime Corporation, which allegedly paid €1m to a company
connected to Christodoulos Christodoulou, then governor of the Central Bank of Cyprus.

Focus is alleged to have been used as a slush fund to bribe state officials and political parties.
Reports in Cyprus say Zolotas was wanted for bribery, accepting a bribe, abuse of power and money
laundering. Also, on October 20, Michalis Fole, who managed Focus' account at a Laiki Bank branch
in Marousi, a suburb of Athens, was arrested in Romania.

In a case filed with Nicosia district court, the prosecution maintains Zolotas' Focus acted as a front
for former Laiki Bank head Andreas Vgenopoulos, who bribed Christodoulou to look the other way
while Vgenopoulos irregularly acquired a controlling stake in Laiki in 2006. Collapse of Laiki helped
trigger Cyprus' debt crisis in 2013.

Zolotas's arrest appears to be yet another chapter in a row between the Cypriot government and
Greek banker and marine lawyer Vgenopoulos. 

Meanwhile, Newlead Holdings says it remains in contact with the 18 seafarers aboard the
5,900dwt bitumen carrier Newlead Granadino, built 2009, which has been at anchorage in Baltimore
Harbor, since September 20, due to engine problems. A subsequent inspection by the USCG also
discovered safety violations, leading to the vessel's detention.

Newlead Granadino's crew have told ITF representatives they are owed back wages totalling
$146,000.
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South Korea's major shipbuilders are expected to have posted better-than-expected earnings in the third

quarter of the year on the back of their efforts to cut costs through tough restructuring, according to

investment bank, Korea Investment & Securities (KIS). 

KIS says Hyundai HI is forecast to have logged an operating income of Won 264bn ($235m) in the

third quarter of the year, on sales of Won 9.15 trillion. 

Samsung HI may have racked up a third-quarter operating income of Won 52bn on sales of Won

2.33 trillion, though Daewoo S &ME is expected to have suffered losses in the July-September period,

according to KIS.

"Local shipyards' earnings will improve after 2018, but we can conclude that their business results

will not be further worsened," said Lee Kyong-ja, an analyst at KIS. But it is uncertain whether Korean

shipyards will see an improvement in their bottom lines down the road as the global shipbuilding sector

is still mired in a protracted slump, and their earnings are mostly backed by cost-cutting measures.

However, some analysts are saying rising oil prices may help shipyards win new orders, although

their values may not be big enough to improve shipyards' earnings."A sharp increase in order backlogs

may be unlikely during the fourth quarter, but local shipyards are expected to bag a slew of new

orders," said Chung Dong-ik, an analyst at Hyundai Securities.

After weeks of rumours, LNG carrier Peter G Livanos-backed GasLog has confirmed it is behind

the 180,000cumtr LNG carrier recently contracted at Samsung HI. The vessel is for delivery in 2019,

and has been chartered for seven years to UK-based energy company Centrica (See page 13). The ves-

sel brings the NYSE-listed GasLog fleet to 14 ships in operation and five newbuildings with charters of

between seven and 10 years. Of these 14 are now eligible for dropdown to the affiliated master limited

partnership (MLP), which already has a fleet of eight LNG carriers in its own right.

There has been talk in the market that Gaslog has reached an agreement with Samsung for two firm

vessels, plus a rolling series of single-vessel options of the 180,000cumtr design up to a maximum of

12 ships. Newsfront [Vol 17 Nr 38] has already reported GasLog is understood to be behind the first

order for France's GTT Mark V cargo system with the new LNG membrane cargo containment bound

for one of two ships now confirmed as contracted Samsung HI.

Brokers report a busy week in the s&p ring, but not for Greek interests with, by their standards, few

deals concluded. There are eight trading deals reported involving Greek interests, buyers on five occa-

sions and sellers on three. As well there is one demo sale. 

Brokers are confidently reporting New Shipping / Adam Polemis has snapped up the 174,222dwt

capesize Ocean Crescent, from Japan's NYK Line, paying a reported $12.5m for the 2007, SWS built

bulker. Polemis purchased the 298,400dwt VLCC Nippon, built 2002, in a $28.3m deal with the same

Japanese seller at Posidonia time.

Two VLCC resales, Crude Med and Crude Progress, 308,000dwt, set to deliver from Hyundai HI in

2017, have been bought by Kyklades Maritime / Alafouzos from Metrostar Management / T Angelo-

poulos for $83m, the cheapest VLCC resales in at least two years, according to VesselsValue data.

NEWBUILDINGS

SALE & PURCHASE

GREEK MARKET REPORT
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As clarified in the 'update column' they are the final two VLCCs in the fleet of Metrostar. Back in

June the pair were reported as going to Frontline of Norway for $84.75m. In fact they were on subjects

to Kyklades with t/c for three years at $29,000 per day to Reliance. The Crude Progress is now being

identified as the Crude Alliance.

Eurotankers / Gotsis has been confirmed as the buyer of the Japanese-flagged VLCC Kaminesan,

303,896dwt, built 2003. MOL sold the VL to the Greek buyer for $28.3m and the crude carrier is now

trading as the Eurodestiny under the Liberian flag.

Brave Maritime / Vafias has emerged as the buyer of the 33,190dwt open box type gencargo ship

re-sale Kanda hull 558, sold by Sincere Industrial of Taiwan for $16.5m. It is now re-named Night

Rider.

As mentioned in the 'Newbuilding' column above, GasLog MLP GasLog Partners is open from

more dropdowns from its sponsor. Indeed, Stifel analyst Ben Nolan believes GasLog will drop a LNG

carrier to the MLP "within the next several weeks". The proceeds of the dropdowns go to fund addition-

al growth at GasLog.

Demolition activity is stalling as a standoff between cash buyers and end users intensifies. According to

global cash buyer GMS, "a deadlock was reached in the Indian sub-continent markets, with a standoff

on prices witnessed between over eager cash buyers, struggling to onward sell their expensive acquisi-

tions, and end users".

"It is becoming increasingly inevitable many of the recent high priced deals will struggle to

breakeven basis today's market levels and as such, owners should not get their hopes up on repeat

prices for future tonnage" said GMS. GMS goes on: "There is a spread of tonnage across cash buyer

hands and many appear to be stepping into the trap of competing with one another on market vessels

and paying over the odds. It may now be a case of who will blink first – in terms of re-commiting loss-

making sales into local markets – thereby setting a new lower benchmark on prices.

"Many of the losses sustained on Indian steel plate prices one week made gains the next to see trad-

ing even out once again, in what has been a highly volatile sector of late. Moreover, with Diwali holi-

days on the horizon, it will likely be a quieter period for Indian recyclers as competing markets will

invariably step into the limelight and absorb some of the excess tonnage."

GMS says a "slow supply of dry bulk vessels continues to be drip fed into the market, but it is inter-

esting that certain owners are happy to put their capes through dry dock whilst charter rates remain high

and several over aged panamax bulkers have been sold for second hand recently as well".

Meanwhile, Leela Ship Recycling has become the first ship recycling facility in South Asia to

receive the Social Accountability certification, as per SA8000 standards. SA8000 is one of the world's

first auditable certification standards which encourages organisations to develop, maintain and apply

socially acceptable practices in the workplace. It is based on the UN Declaration of Human Rights,

conventions of the ILO, UN and national law, and spans industry and corporate codes.

Komalkant Sharma, md, of Leela Ship Recycling, said: "Being the first ship recycling yard in

South Asia to obtain a Social Accountability certification, clearly demonstrates our hard work and ded-

ication to improving worker Health and Safety standards, setting new benchmarks for excellence. I sin-

DEMOLITION

Market information published in Newsfront is confidential and for our subscribers’ use only, 
and is without guarantee. No action should be taken on the basis of this information 
without prior independent confirmation. Errors brought to the Editor’s attention 

will be corrected in a subsequent issue of this newsletter.
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cerely hope more Hong Kong Convention-compliant yards will also work to achieve this certification

in the region, so that the global maritime community can further see the gradual progress taking place,

and the significant investment being made to improve standards in Alang."

Critically, companies that gain this certification must consistently show it is integrated into their

management systems, processes and practices and that they continually demonstrate ongoing conform-

ity with the standard. The certificate is granted by a third party and is verifiable through an evidence-

based process.

BULKERS

l Future (ex-Alpha Future), Greek flag, 38,564 / 72,893dwt, built 1999 (Samsung HI, Geoje, South

Korea), double bottom, 7 holds / 7 hatches, (B&W 14,090bhp), has been sold by Amethyst Manage-

ment / Pantheon of Greece to unidentified buyers for $3.9m.

l JS Meuse, Singapore flag, 35,812 / 63,227dwt, built 2012 (Yangzhou Dayang shipbuilding, Yang-

zhou, China), Crown 63 design ultramax, 5 holds / 5 hatches, 4 x 35-tonne cranes, (MAN - B&W

11,285bhp), has been sold by Setaf Saget / Greenship Bulk Manager of France / Singapore to

unidentified Greeks for $12.5m with S / S, D / D due. 

l Ocean Crescent, Panamanian flag, 88,955 / 174,222dwt, built 2007 (SWS, Shanghai, China), 9

holds / 9 hatches, (MAN - B&W 22,923bhp), has been sold by NYK Liner of Japan to New Shipping

of Greece for between $12m and $12.5m.

l Salandi (ex-World Rye), Panamanian flag, 38,852 / 74,502dwt, built 1999 (Sasebo HI, Sasebo,

Japan), LMC, UMS, strengthened for heavy cargoes, 7 holds / 7 hatches, (B&W 12,000bhp), has

been sold by Capital Management Services of Greece to unidentified buyers for $3.8m. D / D due

April 2017.

l United Serenity, Singapore flag, 42,931 / 82,533dwt, built 2009 (Oshima Shipbuilding, Saikai,

Japan), 7 holds / 7 hatches, (MAN - B&W 12,750bhp), has been sold by NYK Line of Japan to

unidentified Greek buyers for $12.3m.

l Yarra, Liberian flag, 41,650 / 78,184dwt, built 2015 (Sasebo HI, Sasebo, Japan) (MAN - B&W),

has been sold by Santoku Senpaku of Japan to unidentified Greek buyers for $21.5m.

TANKERS

l Astro Chorus, (ex-Zeeland), Greek flag, 159,016 / 305,704dwt, built 2001 (Daewoo S & ME,

Geoje, South Korea), LMC, UMS, IGS, ShipRight, 15 tanks, 3 cargo pumps, (B&W 34,626bhp), has

been sold by Pantheon Tankers Management of Greece to undisclosed buyers for a reported $24.5m.

S / S due.

l Jacques Jacob (ex-Chaleur Bay), Gibraltar flag, 40,705 / 71,345dwt, built 2000 ('3 Maj' Brodo-

gradiliste, Rijeka, Croatia), 10 tanks, 10 cargo pumps, ice capable, (Sulzer 16,315bhp), has been sold

by Ernst Jacob GmbH & Co KG of Germany to unidentified Greek buyers for $10m.

CONTAINER SHIPS

l Wehr Elbe (ex-CSAV Callao, ex-Wehr Elbe), Marshall Islands flag, 25,703 / 33,657dwt, built 2001

(Kvaerner Warnow Werft, Rostock, Germany), 2,524teu, 3 x 45-tonne cranes, ice capable, 1 thwart

CP thruster (f), (B&W 26,934bhp), has been sold by Oskar Wehr KG of Germany to unidentified

Greek buyers for $3.75m. S / S due. 
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l Fiskela (ex-Agios Leontios, ex-African Trader, ex-Andromeda Star, ex-X-Press Resolute, ex-

Andromeda Star), St Vincent & The Grenadines flag, 8,431 / 11,243dwt, built 1982 (Donghae Ship-

building, Ulsan, South Korea), converted from bulker into gencargo ship in 1982, 594teu, 3 holds / 

3 hatches, 5 x 30-tonne derricks, 5 winches, ice capable, (Mitsubishi 5,996bhp), has been sold by

Thalatta Shipping Management to breakers in Pakistan for an undisclosed rate. This gencargo ship 

is 4,368lwt.

UPDATES

l The VLCCs Crude Med and Crude Progress, 308,000dwt, commissioning January and March

2017 by Hyundai HI, South Korea, reported Newsfront Vol 17 Nr 23, as sold by Metrostar

Management Corp of Greece to Frontline of Norway for $84.75m. In fact these two VLCCs did not

go to Frontline, but are on subjects to Kyklades Maritime of Greece for a price of $83m / $84m each

with t/c for three years at $29,000 per day to Reliance. The Crude Progress is now being identified as

the Crude Alliance.

l Bulker Ean, Panamanian flag, 24,325dwt, built 1995 in Saiki HI / Onomichi Dockyard, Japan,

reported Newsfront Vol 17 Nr 24, as part of the Stavros Roussos Management & Chartering fleet of

Greece and sold at auction to unidentified buyers for $1.7m. It went to Oryx Shipping of Greece, and

is re- named Al Maha.

l Bulker Nord Dorado, Singapore flag, 114,167dwt, built 2010 in Shanghai Shipyard, China,

reported Newsfront Vol 17 Nr 24, as sold by Norden A/S of Denmark to unidentified Greek buyers

for $11.5m. It went to Laskaridis Shipping, is re-named Idomeneas and now flies the Liberian flag. 

l Bulker Atlas Explorer, Cyprus flag, 45,642dwt, built 1995 in Tsuneishi Shipbuilding, Japan,

reported Newsfront Vol 17 Nr 30, as sold by Grecomar Shipping of Greece to undisclosed buyers for

$2.2m. It went to Tomini Shipping of the UAE and is managed by jv partner Alpina Chartering of

Denmark, is re-named Tomini Amity and has raised the Marshall Islands flag.

l Bulker Matilde Corrado, Bahamas flag, 72,863dwt, built 2002 in Samsung HI, South Korea,

reported Newsfront Vol 17 Nr 30, as sold by Gestion Maritime of Monaco to unidentified Greek

buyers for $4.9m. It did not come to Greeks but was purchased by Korea Line Corp of South Korea

and is now the SM Donghae 2 and flies the Panamanian flag.

l Double hull, log fitted bulker New Mariner, Panamanian flag, 31,014dwt, built 1999 in Hyundai

Mipo Dockyard, South Korea, reported Newsfront Vol 17 Nr 30, as sold by Pan Ocean Co of South

Korea to unidentified Greek interests for $2.9m. It did not come to Greeks but went to Tolunay Ship

Management of Turkey, is re-named New Siham and has raised the Cook Islands flag.

l The VLCC Kaminesan, Japanese flag 303,896dwt, built 2003 in Universal Shipbuilding Corp,

Bulletin Board
page 22

People & Places
page 21

From the Marketplace
page 18

The general assembly of the cruise industry body, CLIA
Europe, elected Kyriakos Anastassiadis (photo), ceo of

Celestyal Cruises, as its next chairman succeeding
Pierfrancesco Vago, executive chairman of MSC Cruises.

Anastassiadis, who takes on the crucial role January 1,
said: “I feel honoured and humbled by the general

assembly’s decision to trust me as CLIA Europe chair and
I look forward to continuing the work and effectiveness

of CLIA Europe in representing all its members and
ensuring the future success of the cruise industry”.
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Japan, reported Newsfront Vol 17 Nr 31, as sold by MOL of Japan to unidentified Greeks (reported-

ly Eurotankers) for $28.3m. It did go to Eurotankers and is now the Eurodestiny and flies the

Liberian flag.

l Open box type gencargo ship Resale Kanda hull 558, 32,600dwt, built 2016 in Kanda Shipbuilding,

Japan, reported Newsfront Vol 17 Nr 31, as sold by Sincere Industrial of Taiwan to unidentified Greek

interests for $16.5m. It went to Brave Maritime Corp and is now the Night Rider. The vessel is

33,190dwt, and has raised the Marshall Islands flag.

l Bulker Godavari, Panamanian flag, 74,456dwt, built 2007 in Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding,

China, reported Newsfront Vol 17 Nr 38, as sold by SSG Capital Management / Asiatic Maritime of

China / Singapore to unidentified Greek buyers for an undisclosed price. It was a forced sale, the

vessel is in poor condition and the price is between $6.1m / $6.3m with S / S due July, 2017.

l A bank consortium led by DNB Bank ASA is secured for a total $270.55m against an on demand

loan facility of $193,238,775 on the 112,700dwt newbuilding tanker Leontios H, commissioned

2016, and recently delivered by Daewoo Mangalia HI, Rumania for $52,606,507m to the Tsakos

Energy Navigation (TEN)-managed fleet. Acting together with DNB Bank in this loan package, also

secured on other collateral in the TEN fleet are: DNB UK Limited, Commonwealth Bank of

Australia and Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken.

l Safe Bulkers has filed papers with the US Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC) positioning

it to potentially raise up to $200m in cash through future share sales. The NYSE-listed owner's shelf

registration covers potential sales of common stock, preferred stock, bonds or other securities.

The Voula, Athens-based Polys V Hajioannou-led Safe, which owns 37 bulkers, says the filing

allows it to sell securities "from time to time" when market conditions allow for it. In August, Safe

issued $16.9m worth of preferred shares to an undisclosed investor as a way to help finance its new-

building programme.

l Paragon Shipping / Michael Bodouroglou has extended the deadline for a bond-for-equity swap

to October 31 from October 6 and has increased the number of shares on offer. The company, whose

shares trade on the US over-the-counter market, said just over 83,900 notes or 11.3% have been

turned in as part of the latest attempt at the offer.

Now, bondholders that participate in the deal will receive 10 common shares per note up from eight

and will have to consent to removal of some of the covenants in the terms of the bonds. Senior notes

have a par value of $25 apiece and carry a coupon rate of nearly 8.4% and are due in 2021.

l The 184gt tugboat Doxa, built 1962, in Italy, was seized mid-October by a private creditor, in

pursuit of a €31,519.80 claim, against the registered owners, Rarakou Theodora NE.

l After being set for auction in failed proceedings, February 10, European Express (ex-Millenium

Express), has once again been listed for hammering down, this time on November 23. Lying in

Piraeus, this 15,074gt Cyprus flag ropax is carrying a start-up price of €1.5m. The registered owners

are NEL Lines.

AUCTIONS

SEIZURES

SHIP FINANCE
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l After being set for auction in failed proceedings several times, most recently last June 22, Sila (ex-

African Coastal One), Liberian flag, has again been listed for hammering down this time on October

26. Lying in Piraeus, this 2009-built, 7,851dwt cargo vessel is carrying a start-up price of $870,000.

The register owners are Asian Shipmanagement, Shanghai, China.

l After being seized several times, most recently by a private creditor last month, in pursuit of a

€8,947.61 claim in an action against the registered owners Alfa Ferries NE and set for auction in

failed proceedings, most recently September 14, the 3,040gt ferryboat Aqua Jewel has once again

been listed for hammering down, this time on November 2. Lying in Piraeus, this 2002-built vessel is

carrying a start-up price of €2m.

l A Namibia high court notice has given interested parties till November 8 to show why a judicial

order should not be made to offload the 33,261dwt bulker Antaeus, built 2009, facing court action by

applicant HSBC. It is currently at anchor in Walvis Bay. The ship was managed by Pyrsos Shipping,

but the Equasis database shows management transferring to Interunity Management in August.

The Greek flagged fleet continued its downward trend as the latest data from the Hellenic Statistical

Authority (Elstat) shows the Greek-flagged merchant fleet, for vessels of over 100 gt, slipped 0.3% in

July 2016 compared to July 2015, when the fleet also recorded a decline of 1.3% in July 2015 com-

pared to July 2014.

The gross tonnage of the fleet, also had a loss, as it decreased 1.8% in July 2016 compared to June

2015. The gross tonnage recorded an increase of 1.2% in July 2015 on July 2014.

Shipping is facing some of the toughest conditions since the global financial crisis struck in 2008,

Clarkson's latest shipping market outlook reveals. The shipbroker's cross-sector Clarksea Index,

launched in 1990, hit an all-time low of $7,073 per day in August.

"Conditions in the bulker market remain difficult, and although some improvement has been evident

in recent months, the outlook remains challenging," the report said. It goes on: "The pessimism in the

container ship sector has been re-enforced by the Hanjin bankruptcy, while the tanker market has had a

weak summer. The offshore market is arguably the most challenged of all sectors, but there remain pos-

itive signs in the ferry, ro-ro and cruise sectors."

Clarkson said that over the past six months there has been "little to lighten the mood, with a growing

sense the industry is facing some of its toughest years since the financial crisis". Clarksons said the UK

brexit vote had added to economic uncertainty in Europe, while conditions in China had stabilise as

part of what it called a mixed global economic picture, but the broker sees a 2.4% growth in global

seaborne trade in 2016, ahead of the 1.9% increase seen the previous year.

"Overall, sentiment in the shipping markets remains weak," the report said. "Market conditions are

depressed across many key sectors, exerting severe financial pressure on owners and operators, with

surplus capacity and subdued demand growth remaining key themes."

Meanwhile, capesize bulker earnings have fallen to about $10,000 a day, a one-month low, as the

Atlantic market weakened. According to Fearnleys, front-haul rates dropped as "Brazil stems for

November were missing", while the vessel count in the Atlantic was increasing. Good volumes out of

western Australia were still seen, although rates were coming under pressure as sentiment was chang-

ing, said the broker.

GREEK FIXTURES

FLEET FACTS
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Average weighted t/c rates on the Baltic Exchange settled at $10,123 a day, with one day of the trad-

ing week remaining. This was down 20.7% from a week ago, while the capesize Index was at 1,637

points.

Braemar ACM said it expected a quiet week, with industry participants attending an event in Lis-

bon, coupled with typhoon activity in Southeast Asia leading owners and operators to wait to assess the

situation before committing to new fixtures.

On the other hand, at mid-week panamax bulker earnings moved above $7,000 a day, the highest

level in more than a year, on increased US grains demand.

According to Braemar ACM, an increase in rates for both basins was seen as owners stood firm on

offers. "This has been mainly fuelled by fresh enquiries on US Gulf grains," with rates reportedly fixed

at $11,000 a day, with $310,000 ballast bonus, the broker said in a note, adding that the North Pacific

was "also heating up" due to a rise in cargoes out of Australia, where owners were seeking mid to high

$7,000 per day.

East coast South America was meanwhile quiet and owners ballasting from Asia were not prepared

to offer discounts for this region, holding out for "better trading opportunities" from the US Gulf, the

Baltic Exchange said in a note, with short runs in Southeast Asia leading to a buoyant market there.

Average weighted t/c rate on the Baltic Exchange was assessed at $7,088 mid-week, up 16% on the

week, while the Panamax Index was up to 885 points from 763 points October 12.

UK-listed energy company Centrica has confirmed a seven-year deal on a 180,000cumtr LNG new-

building ordered by GasLog starting in 2019. GasLog recently ordered two LNG newbuildings at

Samsung HI in South Korea. 

GasLog ceo, Paul Wogan described Centrica as "an important new customer" for the company.

Jonathan Westby, Centrica's co-md said: "We look forward to building a successful partnership with

them as Centrica continues to develop its presence in the global LNG market."

Oil tanker rates moved to a four-month high as traders booked the most cargoes for the time of year

on record, offering signs Middle East producers could be adding barrels to the market just before Opec

embarks on its deepest output cuts in eight years. 

Day rates on shipments from the Middle East to Asia jumped to $46,896 while a surplus of crude

tankers in the Persian Gulf matched the lowest level in a year, according to Baltic Exchange and

Bloomberg. Traders booked the most one-off, or spot, cargoes for the month of October in at least 12

years, reported Galbraith's, while Erik Stavseth, an analyst at Oslo's Arctic Securities AS said the

"suspicion is that there's an extraordinarily high output from the Middle East ahead of the expected cut

decision in November". Stavseth added: "We see increased exports from Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia,

Kuwait and also U.A.E."

The UK's Financial Conduct Authority (UK FCA) has approved Singapore Exchange's (SGX)

takeover of the Baltic Exchange clearing the way for the final stages of the deal. The Baltic said: "In

light of the decision by the FCA, the court hearing to sanction the scheme, initially expected to be in

late November 2016, has now been scheduled to take place on November 7." In a separate statement,

SGX said the transaction was expected to be completed by the end of November.

Shareholders of The Baltic Exchange approved SGX's £87m ($107m) buyout offer on September

26. They will receive £160.41 per share plus a final dividend of £19.30 per share.

TIME CHARTER

F Assimina II (built 2007), 30,541dwt, del New Amsterdam, t/c trip, $7,500 daily, redel Black Sea,

Prompt, (Oldendorff). 

F Aloni (built 2010), 33,399dwt, del Rio Grande, t/c trip via South Brazil, $7,500 daily, redel

Columbia, Prompt, (Pacific Basin).
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F Nemo (built 1999), 49,361dwt, del passing Skaw, t/c about 4 to 6 months trading, $7,000 daily,

redel Atlantic, Prompt, (Thorco Bulk).

F Star Cosmo (built 2005), 52,246dwt, del Qatar, $5,000 daily, redel China, Prompt, (Charterer not

reported).

F Apageon (built 2005), 52,450dwt, del Iskenderum, t/c trip, $12,000 daily, redel West Africa,

Prompt, (Western Bulk Carriers).

F Marylisa V (built 2003), 52,450dwt, del China / Japan / Korea range, t/c trip via Australia and

Persian Gulf excl Iran / Iraq, $6,500 daily, redel UAE / WC India range, Prompt, (Charterer not

reported).

F Ocean Prelate (built 2002) 52,450dwt, del Vietnam, t/c trip, intention coal, $4,900 daily, redel

China, Prompt, (Charterer not reported).

F Prionas (built 2005), 53,308dwt, del Santos, t/c trip, intention sugar, $8,500 daily plus $85,000

BB, redel Jebel Ali, Prompt (Copa Shipping).

F Genco Provence (built 2004), 55,317dwt, del US Gulf, t/c 2 laden legs via WC South America,

$7,700 daily plus $220,000 BB, redel Singapore / Japan range, Prompt, (Western Bulk Carriers).

F Mykonos Seas (built 2011), 56,840dwt, del Canakkale, t/c trip via the Black Sea, intention grain,

$10,000 daily, redel Mombasa, Prompt, (XO Shipping). 

F Asali (built 2010), 57,245dwt, del Fujairah, t/c trip, intention aggregates, $7,300 daily, redel

Mesaieed, Prompt, (Charterer not identified).

F Union Trader (built 2010), 57,352dwt, del South Korea, t/c trip, $7,000 daily, redel WC India,

Prompt, (Charterer not reported).

F Krania (built 2010), 57,696dwt, del Persian Gulf, t/c 4 to 7 months trading, $6,650 daily, redel

WW, Prompt, (Charterer not reported).

F Kaley (built 2015), 63,278dwt, del US Gulf, t/c 4 to 6 months trading, $10,000 daily, redel WW,

Oct 21 - 22, (Western Bulk Carriers).

F Snowy (built 2015), 64,000dwt, del passing Singapore, t/c trip via Australia, intention salt, $7,350

daily, redel China, Prompt, (Charterer not reported).

F Flipper (built 1999), 73,726dwt, del EC South America, t/c trip, $8,000 daily plus $300,000 BB,

redel Singapore / Japan range, Nov 4 - 10, (Bunge).

F Star Iris (built 2004), 76,466dwt, del Port Kelang, t/c trip via Indonesia, $9,250 daily, redel South

China, Oct 23 - 28, (Charterer not reported).

F Navios Asteriks (built 2005), 76,800dwt, del Toyama Shinko, t/c trip via NoPac, $8,000 daily,

redel Singapore / Japan range, Oct 21 - 26, (Charterer not reported).

F Omicron Trader (built 2001), 77,082dwt, del Zhoushan, t/c trip via NoPac, $6,900 daily, redel

Singapore / Japan range, Spot, (Oldendorff).
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F Marco (built 2009), 81,300dwt, del DOP Tuticorin, t/c trip via EC India, $8,350 daily, redel China,

Oct 21 - 24, (Charterer not reported).

F Panther Max (built 2012), 81,300dwt, del Paranagua, t/c trip, $9,200 daily, redel Continent, Nov 1

- 5, (Charterer not reported).

F George P (built 2012), 81,550dwt, del US Gulf, t/c trip via Cape of Good Hope, $11,400 daily

plus $340,000 BB, redel China, Oct 28 - Nov 2, (Oldendorff).

F Pedhoulas Builder (built 2012), 81,550dwt, del Xinsha, t/c trip via Indonesia, $9,250 daily, redel

North China, Oct 21 - 26, (Charterer not reported).

F Caravos Glory (built 2012), 81,672dwt, del Mobile, t/c trip via Cape of Good Hope, intention

grains, $11,000 daily plus $325,000 BB, redel Singapore / Japan range, Nov 1 - 5, (ADMI).

F Nireas (built 2012), 82,087dwt, del GNS, t/c trip via Murmansk, $9,000 daily, redel Gibraltar, Oct

24 - 29, (Noble).

F Andros (built 2010), 82,158dwt, del SW Passage, t/c trip via Cape of Good Hope, intention grains,

$11,350 daily, plus $335,000 BB, redel Singapore / Japan range, Nov 7 - 10, (ADMI).

F Star Laura (built 2006) 82,209dwt, del Fangcheng, t/c 5 to 7 months trading, $7,500 daily, redel

WW, Oct 25 - 30, (Charterer not reported).

F Star Moira (built 2006), 82,295dwt, del Cai Mep, t/c trip via Indonesia, $7,500 daily, redel Japan,

Oct 21 - 25, (Cobelfert).

Company
Where
traded

Date
Day

7-day
change
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STOCKWATCH PRICES

Aegean Marine US 9.34 -0.15 11.41 / 5.00 +1.17

Anek Lines SA GA 0.06 0.00 0.10 / 0.04 0.00

Attica Holdings SA GA 0.88 -0.02 1.40 / 0.42 +0.42

Box Ships Inc US 0.01 -0.01 0.22 / 0.01 -0.54

Capital Product US 3.18 +0.02 7.65 / 2.41 -3.20

Costamare Inc US 7.35 -0.11 14.98 / 6.01 -7.00

Danaos Corporation US 2.62 +0.28 6.47 / 2.29 -3.78

Diana Containerships US 2.81 -0.23 11.12 / 2.48 +1.47

Diana Shipping US 2.53 -0.02 6.80 / 1.95 -4.09

Dorian LPG Ltd US 6.36 -0.11 13.80 / 5.07 -4.95

DryShips US 0.40 +0.01 29.00 / 0.34 +0.21

Dynagas LNG Partners US 15.97 +1.00 16.25 / 6.70 +1.97

Euronav NV US 8.10 +0.40 16.23 / 7.39 -7.68

Euroseas US 1.88 +0.01 4.79 / 1.40 -2.92

GasLog Ltd US 17.05 +0.57 17.20 / 5.24 +6.15

GasLog Partners US 21.70 +1.21 21.82 / 19.09 +3.00

Genco Ship & Trading US 5.26 -0.05 31.20 / 3.62 +2.28

Gener8 Maritime Inc US 5.12 -0.03 11.76 / 4.70 -6.48

Globus Maritime Ltd US 1.92 +1.31 2.04 / 0.05 +1.05

Kiriacoulis Med GA 0.72 0.00 0.72 / 0.22 +0.07

Minoan Lines GA 2.39 +0.04 2.45 / 2.00 +0.39

Navios Holdings US 1.18 +0.11 2.49 / 0.57 -1.26

Navios Marit Acquis US 1.37 +0.08 3.83 / 1.19 -2.44

Navios Marit Partners US 1.42 +0.10 7.85 / 0.79 -6.16

Navios Midstream US 11.44 +1.13 14.98 / 6.58 -3.53

Nel Lines GA 0.07 0.00 0.07 / 0.07 0.00

Neorion Syros GA 0.12 0.00 0.12 / 0.12 0.00

Ocean Rig US 0.89 +0.02 3.38 / 0.66 -1.26

OLP GA 12.48 0.00 16.85 / 9.80 -3.82

OLTh GA 18.30 -0.10 26.80 /17.78 -6.99

Paragon Shipping US 0.17 -0.05 0.98 / 0.16 -0.08

Pyxis Tankers Inc US 2.50 +0.02 4.30 / 0.55 NA

Safe Bulkers US 1.42 +0.07 3.28 / 0.30 -1.68

Seanergy Maritime US 2.60 -0.04 7.90 / 1.10 +1.90

Star Bulk Carriers US 4.65 -0.06 10.60 / 1.55 +2.55

Stealthgas US 3.34 0.00 5.18 / 2.39 -1.04

Stellar Acquisition US 10.05 +0.05 10.05 / 10.04 NA

TEN US 5.03 +0.16 9.16 / 4.48 -3.94

Top Ships US 3.00 +0.19 9.70 / 1.30 +2.15

Where traded: US=United States of America;  GA=Greece;  UK=United Kingdom
Prices: In currency of country where stock is traded:  US $ – GA € – UK pence
NA: Not yet traded for full year     NR: No record available of the year-back price     NT: Not being traded at the moment.

Prices as of 20/10/2016
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Ship's agent – remuneration for clientele creation

When a ship's agent brings a clientele for the vessel, if the agreement is terminated, the shipowner is

liable to pay, apart from commissions agreed for the agent's work, further amounts, as "clientele remu-

neration". Such remuneration is similar to that received by commercial representatives.

This is applicable when a new client is involved, but also for the increase of volume of existing

clients.

Such claims arise where the following apply concurrently: Termination of agreement for the provi-

sion of agency services; introduction of new clients; maintenance; after the agreement termination of

the benefits to the shipowner represented; and fair calculation of the remuneration.

The remuneration is defined after taking into account various factors, eg the volume of work

remaining to be done with the shipowner after termination of the agreement, the corresponding benefit,

and the profit the agent would enjoy if the agreement was not terminated.

Supreme Court Judgment no 1806/ 2014, Presiding: G. Chrysikos, Rapporteur Judge: D. Kranis, Attor-

neys at law: I. Dryllerakis, G. Apergis, Maritime Law Review vol. 43, p. 31.

NOTE: The case examined involved a passenger ferry engaged in liner transport. It is less probable it

could apply for oceangoing vessels. 

The legal column was written by Manolis Eglezos, Attorney at law,

Manolis Eglezos & Associates Law Firm, Attorneys at Law and Consultants

LEGAL OPINION

F Anangel Future (built 2015), 179,313dwt, del Immingham, t/c one transatlantic round via Colombia

plus options, $12,000 daily, redel Skaw / Gibraltar range, Oct 21 - 24, (Cargill).

VOYAGE

F Christina J (built 2010), 160,000 met tons, 10% moloo ore, Tubarao / Qingdao, $11.50 per met

ton, Fio max $240,000 d/as, l/d scale / 30,000shinc, Nov 5 -14, (Classic Maritime).

F Pontotriton (EGPN re-let) (built 2007), 160,000 met tons, 10% moloo coal, Puerto Bolivar /

Rottterdam, $7 per met ton, Fio, l/d 50,000shinc / 25,000shinc, Oct 31 - Nov 4, (SwissMarine).

F Anangel Virtue (Pacbulk re-let) (built 2012), 170,000 met tons, 10% moloo ore, Port Hedland /

Qingdao, $5.95 per met ton, Fio, l/d 80,000shinc / 30,000shinc, Nov 1 - 5, (BHP Billiton).

F Brave Argentina (ECTP re-let) (built 2010), 170,000 met tons, 10% moloo ore, Tubarao / Qing-

dao, $12.10 per met ton, Fio, l/d 3 days shinc / 30,000shinc, Nov 11 - 12, (Polaris).

F Cyclades (built 2004), 170,000 met tons, 10% moloo ore, Dampier / Qingdao, $5.90 per met ton,

Fio, l/d scale / 30,000shinc, Nov 3 - 5, (Rio Tinto).

F Imperius (built 2011), 170,000 met tons, 10% moloo ore, Tubarao / Rotterdam, $6 per lt ton, Fio,

l/d scale / 30,000shinc, Nov 1 - 15, (Cargill).

F Pitsa D (built 2002), 170,000 met tons, 10% moloo ore, Port Hedland / Qingdao, $5.96 per met

ton, Fio, l/d 80,000shinc / 30,000shinc, Nov 1 - 5, (BHP Billiton).

F Classic Maritime TBNs, 185,000 met tons, 10% moloo ore, West Australia / Qingdao, COA, one

cargo a month November, December and January, $5.35 per met ton, Fio, l/d scale / 30,000shinc,

(Everest).
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n Navios Maritime Holdings has upped its offer by over 20% for two series of preferred shares and

is giving preferred shareholders more time to take part in the deal as the NYSE-listed bulker carrier

owner seeks to persuade investors to hand over the securities.

Now the Angeliki Frangou-led Navios will pay $7.18 for each Series G preferred share, which is

more than the $5.85 offered when it first launched the exercise in September. Investors have the option

to take 6.29 common shares for each of the company's preferred shares, compared to the previous offer

of 4.77 common shares. For each Series H preferred share, Navios is now offering $7.06 in cash or 6.19

common shares, up from $5.75 in cash or 4.69 shares.

"The revised consideration represents a 35% premium to the volume weighted average price for

cash and common stock exchanges ... for the 20 consecutive trading days before the launch of the

exchange offer," Navios said. Investors now have until October 31 to tender their preferred shares.

n Re-structuring of Greece's domestic ferry services got underway during a meeting, October 17, in

Chania, Crete. Minister of Shipping and Island Policy, Thodoris Dritsas, called the gathering: "An

inspection of the field before the dialogue starts". 

The workshop was attended by representatives of the regions of Crete, North Aegean, and the Ionian

Islands, mayors and representatives of institutions of local government of Crete and the Dodecanese,

and chambers' representatives.

Dritsas said the ministry is set to launch "a real dialogue for the redesign and improvement of the

ferry network of the country and to reform the institutional framework of the ferry industry", adding

this is "in order to seek the best possible solutions in both areas and to further improve the quality of

ferry services in the smaller islands of the country".

Subsidised public interest lines, the amount of subsidies, ferry tickets, and the 'transport equivalent'

are some of the issues, which must be addressed during this dialogue. Dritsas stressed that for better

organization of the dialogue a working group will be set up under the secretary general of the Shipping

ministry, Giannis Theotokas, and in the dialogue all stakeholders, especially local authorities would

be involved.

Hellenic Coast Guard captain, Ioannis Tzamouranis, director of marine communications of the

ministry, spoke on the "Design Principles of the Ferry Network." Michael Adamantiadis, president of

Greek Chambers Transport Association (E.E.SY.M.) focused on cooperation for nodal lines and cycli-

cal connections, in a hub and spoke arrangement". Michael Sakellis, president of the Association of

Greek Passenger Shipping Companies (SEEN), spoke on 'Ferry 2016: Review and proposals'.

n Verifavia, the leading emissions verification company for the transport sector, has fully certified

Greek-based maritime information and communication technology (ICT) solutions provider

DYNAMARINe's Emission Monitoring system against the EU Monitoring Reporting and Verifi-

cation (MRV) regulation requirements.

From 2018 onwards, owners and operators of ships exceeding 5,000gt will be required to monitor,

report, and submit their independently verified carbon emissions on all voyages to, from and between

EU ports. The data collected will be made publicly available for over 10,000 vessels visiting EU ports.

DYNAMARINe's emission monitoring system is designed to enable technical operators to access

energy data monitored on board to optimise the energy consumption of the ship. In addition, the system

provides numerous analysis tools and functionalities to help identify inconsistencies, errors, and any

unanticipated deviations in the data – ensuring they can be corrected before a conclusion on the ship's

overall performance is made.

FROM THE MARKETPLACE
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Nikolas Theodorou, md Verifavia Shipping Hellas, said: "DYNAMARINe's emission monitoring

system has been rigorously reviewed by our expert team of verifiers using the ISO standards 25051 on

software engineering and 17065 on product certification. As part of the certification, we conducted a

site visit to observe and evaluate the IT system, and were impressed by the robustness and quality of

reports automatically generated by the system."

Alexandros Glykas, director DYNAMARINe, said: "We pride ourselves in being able to align with

our customers' business objectives – ensuring that they are able to efficiently, accurately, and cost-

effectively cope with the requirements of the EU MRV Regulation."

n The prospect of a Russian natural gas pipeline passing through Greece is being discussed again in

light of a key deal recently signed between Moscow and Ankara, in Istanbul. Turkey's president

Recep Tayyip Erdogan and Russia's Vladimir Putin signed an agreement for the construction of a

pipeline under the Black Sea all the way to the Greek-Turkish border.

Turkish Stream is an alternative to the South Stream project (Russia-Bulgaria-Serbia-Hungary-Aus-

tria-Italy) which was abandoned last year in the wake of the Ukrainian crisis and a change of heart in

Bulgaria. Work on the new pipeline is expected to begin in 2017, while its operation has been sched-

uled for 2019. Still open is linking the pipeline to Central Europe through Greece and Italy. Italy's Edi-

son is interested in the project.

n Bunker fuel is likely to remain shipping's fuel of choice in the long term says a Lloyd's Register

(LR)-commissioned study looking at a number of potential pathways for the shipping industry's

transition to a low carbon future. The study was conducted by LR and Shipping in Changing

Climates, a $4m multi-university and cross-industry research project.

The report, Low Carbon Pathways 2050, underlines the need for shipping to start its decarbonisation

imminently – as stringency increases over time, increasingly high-cost mitigation steps are required.

Global shipping currently accounts for 2.33% of global CO2 emissions. Low Carbon Pathways 2050,

presented by Katharine Palmer, LR's environment and sustainability manager, and Carlo Raucci of

the Shipping in Changing Climates project, aims to contribute towards these discussions by providing

understanding on the potential pathways to the decarbonisation of the global shipping industry. The

report also gives particular focus on the technological and operational specifications of the global fleet

and how these may change in relation to a given rate of decarbonisation.

The study identifies three future scenarios for the period 2015-2050. High Hydrogen, considers the

availability of hydrogen, which is used in fuel cell technology, to demonstrate what can be achieved

through technology and innovation. High Bio, assumes a mid-range market penetration of biofuels in

the shipping industry, and High Offsetting, considers the impact of a market-based mechanism.

http://conference10.newsfront.gr

A Newsfront / Naftiliaki event – Under the auspices of MARTECMA

Tuesday, November 15, 2016 – Eugenides Foundation

Greener Shipping Summit 2016

What about Tomorrow
Innovation l Bunkers, Lubricants, Diesel or Otto, LNG as Fuel l Performance
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Palmer said: "There are many issues to debate as the industry tries to consider what the strategy

might be for handling the simultaneously inevitable and uncertain changes ahead. What is clear is that

any future regulation needs to provide the right incentive to drive the change needed and we hope that

business strategies and consistent policies can be combined to reduce shipping emissions."

n Strong container traffic, newly introduced segments and the expanded canal all contribute to the

330.7m tonnes [Panama Canal tons PC/UMS] of goods passing through the Panama Canal in FY16,

the third highest amount ever recorded reports the Panama Canal Authority (ACP). 

A total of 13,114 vessels transited the canal during the fiscal period from October 1, 2015 to Sep-

tember 30, 2016. Of these, 238 were neopanamax vessels that took advantage of the newly opened

expanded canal during the first three months of its operation, accounting for 18.2m PC/UMS.

"Despite the international shipping downturn this past year, we recorded one of the highest annual

tonnage figures since the opening of the original canal 102 years ago," said Panama Canal administra-

tor Jorge L. Quijano. 

n Grieg Star, part of the privately owned Grieg group in Norway, and Gearbulk, which is owned

by Gearbulk Holding AG in Switzerland, have agreed to form a jv to operate a combined fleet of

more than 130 open hatch, semi-open hatch, and conventional bulk vessels. 

n Guards and crew on a chemical tanker have thwarted Nigerian pirates that tried to board the vessel.

The attack took place on the unnamed ship 44 miles south-west of Bayelsa, September 16, the piracy

watchdog, International Maritime Bureau IMB said. While en route from Port Harcourt to Lagos, the

vessel was approached by 12 armed men. One boarded the tanker and attached two ladders for the

other gunmen.

But the alarm was raised and all non-essential crew retreated to a safe room. The master asked naval

guards on board to fire warning shots as the pirates tried to move alongside. The gunmen returned fire

and a 30-minute battle ensued before the attackers moved away. The superstructure and deck of the

vessel sustained some damage due to the firing, but no injuries were reported.

n Liner shipping companies Maersk Line, CMA CGM and MSC are in negotiations with Suez

Canal Authority (SCA) over a new system of paying tolls in advance, according to Ahram Online.

According to the deal under consideration, the companies are likely to pay the tolls for three years in

advance in exchange for discounts.

The Egyptian waterway has already introduced toll discounts for container ships, while it also

offered some perks for VLCC owners in the summer. SCA reported a 2.5% rise in revenue for July, up

from $418.7m to $429m.

n Maritime UK is developing proposals which aim to enable owners to opt out of some parts of the

UK tonnage tax regime post-Brexit. The blueprint for the overhaul would introduce a menu-based

scheme in which owners can select various items to provide evidence of being a positive contributor

to the UK economy, explains Maritime UK chairman, David Dingle.

Crucially, owners could "step aside" from any elements that prevent them from coming to the UK,

he said. "Our tonnage tax is generous in a narrow way, it's a bit uni-dimensional," Dingle told Lloyd's
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List in an interview. "We need to become more flexible in the ways that shipping companies could meet

the qualifications, but in doing so focus on the elements which they like."

He called on the government to consider wider benefits of the regime aside from direct taxation.

These include employment of UK nationals and a boost to the maritime services sector.

n The International Code for ships operating in polar waters (Polar Code) will enter into force

January 1, 2017 and applies to ships operating in Arctic and Antarctic waters. It covers the various

environmental requirements and recommendations relating to oil, sewage, garbage, chemicals and

invasive species providing for safe ship operation and protecting the environment.

Commenting on the claimed increase in the traffic and the future of the Northern Sea Route, Ecsa's

secretary general Patrick Verhoeven said: "It is unrealistic to believe the Arctic will be immediately

accessible as the sea ice disappears. Firstly, an ice-free Arctic Ocean year-round is false, as sea ice will

always re-form during winter and ice properties and coverage will vary greatly within the region. There

are also many other challenges that shipowners encounter such as polar darkness, poor charts, lack of

critical infrastructure and navigation control systems and low search and rescue capability.

"However, we do expect polar shipping to grow in volume in the coming years and are indeed

pleased that precautions have been taken to ensure safety of life at sea and the sustainability of these

highly sensitive environments is not compromised. The Polar Code of the Imo entering into force in

January is mandatory and uniform regulation which ensures a level playing field. It will boost the level

of confidence in the safety and environmental performance of shipping", he said.

n Shipping & Island Policy minister, Thordoris Dritsas called a meeting / workshop on the 'Design

of Ferry Network', "an inspection of the field before the dialogue starts". The event was held October

17, in the Anek Lines conference center, in Chania, Crete. Organised by the Chania town hall, the

Shipping ministry and the Greek Chamber of Transport Associations, the conference was attended by

representatives of the Region of Crete, the Region of North Aegean, and the Region of the Ionian

Islands, mayors and representatives of institutions of local government of Crete and the Dodecanese,

and chambers' representatives. – See 'From the Marketplace'.

n The Republic of the Marshall Islands (RMI) Registry participated in a discussion coordinated by

the Marine Technical Managers Association (Martecma), October 18, at Maran Tankers Manage-

ment's auditorium in Athens, on the Ballast Water Management Convention (BWMC) and Imo's

Marine Environment Protection Committee's (MEPC's) 70th Session, to be held in London October

24-28. Rear Admiral Robert North (retired) and Thanos Theocharis represented the RMI Registry

and provided information regarding its position on issues which will be brought forward during

MEPC 70. Theofilos Xenakoudis, director, worldwide business operations of International

Registries, Inc (IRI), which provides administrative and technical support to the RMI Maritime and

Corporate Registries, also attended as did Martecma members. – See page 1.

n The general assembly of the cruise industry body, CLIA Europe, elected Kyriakos Anastassiadis,

ceo of Celestyal Cruises, as its next chairman succeeding Pierfrancesco Vago, executive chairman

of MSC Cruises. Anastassiadis takes on the crucial role January 1. Other members of the executive

ON AND OFF THE AKTI MIAOULI

PEOPLE & PLACES
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committee are: David Dingle, chairman of Carnival UK and CLIA Europe vc; Manfredi Lefebvre

d'Ovidio, chairman of Silversea Cruises; Gavin Smith, senior vp international, Royal Caribbean;

Michael Thamm, ceo of the Costa Group; and Pierfrancesco Vago. – See story page 6.

n Andreas Chrysostomou, twice a candidate for the leadership of Imo, has emerged as ceo of

Transmed Shipping (Cyprus), a Cyprus-based manager of dry bulk carriers. Chrysostomou left his

job as director of the Cyprus Department of Merchant Shipping earlier this year after working for the

island's maritime administration since 1993, when he became head of policy, multilateral affairs and

standards at the shipping department. The Cyprus company is an affiliate of Charalambos Mylonas'

Athens-based Transmed Shipping and currently manages and crews six bulkers of a group's fleet of

20 vessels. Chrysostomou served as chairman of Imo's MEPC committee from 2003 to 2013.

n Ziad Nakhleh is the new md of Athens-based Teo Shipping, part of the Theocharakis Group of

companies. He was formerly cfo at DryShips having left in July. Teo Shipping has a fleet of eight

panamax bulk carriers and two container ships, but is known to be in expansion mood, and is said to

be considering working with 'strategic equity partners'.

n European Commission (EC) maritime director, Fotis Karamitsos, 66, has new role in the re-

structured transport ministry, as principal advisor to the EC on road initiatives. Poland's Magda

Kopczynska is the new maritime director. Karamitsos, who is a year over the EC's standard retire-

ment age of 65, has played a key role in shaping EU maritime policy for almost 20 years. 

n Safety and security were the main focus of an ABS seminar, October 18, at the Athens Metropolitan

Hotel. Cybersecurity has introduced a new element into the safety equation, stressing security against

deliberate electronic actions intended to cause harm. The US classification society has developed

standards and new methods for marine and offshore cybersecurity, which were presented at the

seminar which provided an introduction to cybersecurity. It was put into its maritime context and it

was explained how "risk-assessment is the key to understanding security". ABS CyberSafety Guides

were presented in discussions on best practice approaches to cybersecurity, automated systems safety

data integrity and software verification. The event also presented an opportunity for attendees to be

updated on the recent ratification of the BWM Convention.

n The DPA & the ISM Code is the subject of a Lloyd's Register (LR) two-day course November 3 -

4. Attendees on this course will gain the knowledge and skills required by the IMO MSC-MEPC7 /

circ.6 (19 October 2007). They will also gain a knowledge of the role and responsibilities of the DPA.

It is of value to every DPA, assistant DPA or anybody else who is seeking this position and whose

duties involve matters of safety and pollution prevention and will assist current DPAs as well as those

who wish to assume the position of DPA in improving their skills in implementing and managing a

Safety Management System, by providing in-depth knowledge and understanding of the ISM Code

as a management system, as well as a more practical approach to the Code. Delegates will receive a

certificate upon successful completion of the course. Cost is €930 and registration deadline is

October 31. Further information: Jenny Filippakou, Training Business Specialist, Marine &

Offshore, Tel: 210 4580 819 / E-mail: lloydspiraeustraining@lr.org

n Hull structure for bulk carriers and oil tankers is the title of a DNV GL course, November 7, 8, 9.

Aim of the course is to provide attendees with knowledge of basic hull strength and an understanding

of how to perform better hull inspections. This workshop will help attendees manage their time more

BULLETIN BOARD
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effectively, in order to achieve more within their own time constraints and show them how to better

organise and prioritise their everyday tasks. The couse can be three days, of fist and second day or

first and third day, with the cost €400 per day plus VAT. Deadline for enrollments is October 31.

Further information: Vassilia Dimitrakou, Maritime Academy Hellas, DNV GL - Maritime, Tel: 210

4100 200 / E-mail: vassilia.dimitrakou@dnvgl.com 

n The Hellenic Maritime Centre (HMC) is providing a crew management seminar aimed at promoting

professionalism in the shipping industry. This 10-hour seminar will provide a useful insight to all those

involved in crew management, covering fundamentals of crew management, operational issues and

legal framework like conventions and regulations. It covers crew department and crew management,

training, safe manning and appreciation of crew's performance, legal issues, crew budgeting, crew

claims, P&I, and special cases like arrest cases, piracy, injuries, death. The seminar will be held in the

evenings – 19:00 to 21:30 hours on November 14, 16, 21, 23 at the HMC premises: 1 Platonos & 18,

Sotiros Dios Streets, 18535, Piraeus. Cost is €300 (including tuition fees and reading material). The

instructor is Cpt. Ioannis Filippatos, FICS, operations manager, Globus Shipmanagement Corp.

Further information: Tel: 210 4125 945 / Fax: 210 4125 947.

n Greece's leading shipowner, John Angelicoussis will participate in a one on one interview with

Poten & Partners' Michael Tusiani at the 17th annual Marine Money ship finance forum: "Creating

Runway: Fresh Capital, Deep Value", to be held November 9, at The Plaza Hotel in New York City.

As the owner of 133 vessels of more than 20.5m dwt and 5.4m cumtrs Angelicoussis will share his

experiences building, buying, chartering and selling vessels through a variety of market cycles. Fur-

ther information: Marine Money International, Tel: +1 203 406 0106, ext. 3717 / E-mail: conferences

@marinemoney.com

n RINA Academy Hellas is running a train the trainer course, November 17, which aims to provide

skills and understanding to design, assess and deliver maritime training programmes. Those who

successfully complete the course will be able to teach a maritime competence-based course effecti-

vely using appropriate methods and teaching aids. 

RINA is having a transition course on quality management systems and the new reference standard:

ISO 9001:2015 innovations, on November 22, which will appeal to those already familiar with the ISO

9001:2008 performing activities associated with quality management systems. The course will explain

in particular the changes introduced by ISO 9001:2015 in relation to the previous edition. The course is

qualified by AICQ SICEV and is valid for upgrade of Certification Auditor/Lead Auditor, according to

the requirements defined in the document "Annex RG02", available at AICQ SICEV. 

On November 23, RINA Hellas will deliver a one-day workshop on the changes introduced in the

international standard ISO 14001:2015 for the environmental management systems. The course is also

qualified by AICQ SICEV and is valid for upgrade of Certification Auditor/Lead Auditor, according to

the requirements defined in the document "RG02 attachment", available at AICQ SICEV. Further

information: Stefanos Chatzinikolaou, RINA Academy Hellas, Tel: 210 4292 144 / E-mail:

greece.trainingcenter@rina.org 


